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ABSTRACT
Space-based remote sensing of the Earth is conducted from a fleet of spacecraft in two basic orbital positions, near-polar
low-Earth orbits and geosynchronous orbits, with each offering its own advantages and disadvantages. Low-Earth orbits
provide high-resolution observations at the expense of large-scale contextual information, while geosynchronous orbits
provide near-global, continuous coverage at reduced resolutions. However, due to the rapidly decreasing horizontal
resolution data-products derived from geosynchronous orbits are of degraded value beyond approximately 55 degrees of
latitude. A novel mission design is introduced to enable continuous observation of all longitudes at latitudes between 55
and 90 degrees with an observation zenith angle of less than 60 degrees, without the use of composite images. A single
Soyuz launch is used to deliver three spacecraft to 12-hr, highly eccentric true-polar orbits with apogee at 40170 km and
electric propulsion is used to maintain the orbit apse-line coincident with the Earth’s poles. It is shown that the science
payload mass can be traded against the mission duration, with a payload mass varying between 120 – 90 kg for mission
durations between 3 – 5 years, respectively. It is further shown that the payload would have approximately of 2kW of
power available during operations as the electric propulsion system is not operated at these times. Whilst the payload
mass is less than a typical remote sensing platform in geosynchronous orbit it is considered that the concept would offer
an excellent technology demonstrator mission for operational missions, whilst also enabling unique and valuable science.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The first weather satellite, TIROS-1, was launched in 1960 by the NASA,1 and rapidly demonstrated the value of spacebased observations to assist weather forecasters. Today’s dependence of meteorologists, and in particular medium term
(five to 30-days) weather forecasts on space-derived data is exquisitely illustrated by the European Centre for Mediumrange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) attempt to compare the relative value of spacecraft and conventional data sources in
such forecasts. To allow the comparison to be conducted, the ECMWF found it was necessary to add Atmospheric
Motion Vectors (AMV), a space-derived data product, to the ‘conventional-data’ in order to get any kind of basic
medium-range forecast against which the benefit of adding other space-derived data could then be assessed.2
Space-based remote sensing is vital for global weather forecasting, ranging from nowcasting (< 6-hrs) through medium
to longer term forecasts, climatic trend analysis, prediction of extreme climatic events, water resource analysis and
management, natural disaster recovery and much more. Data users and service providers are progressively requiring an
increasingly wide coverage, consistency and quality of product from space-based assets, whilst also seeking to maximize
the temporal resolution at minimum data latency. A fleet of satellites owned by seven countries and regions (Europe is
counted as a single region in this tally) monitor the Earth’s weather on a routine basis from two basic orbital positions;
near-polar low-Earth orbits (LEOs) of about 800 – 900 km altitude and geosynchronous orbits (GEOs) at approximately
36 000 km above the Earth.
Considering the orbits currently in use for space-based remote sensing of the Earth, each orbit offers its own advantages
and disadvantages. Polar orbiting LEO Sun-synchronous platforms in at least 3 orbit planes are required to provide highresolution observations, but do so at the expense of large-scale contextual information. Additionally, at least six GEO
platforms are required to provide meteorological products with near-global continuous coverage offering rapid-scan
operations, feature tracking and atmospheric motion vectors. Note that each GEO platforms remains fixed above a given
longitude, providing continuous observation of that region. However, the use of GEO platforms for space-derived
products is critically limited due to the rapidly decreasing horizontal resolution and increasingly oblique viewing angle
with increasing latitude, meaning that many derived products are not available beyond 55 degrees of latitude.3
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2.

POLAR OBSERVATION

The inadequacy in polar spatial and temporal remote sensing significantly impacts many data products, including for
example AMV retrieval, radiation budget analysis and estimation of bi-directional reflectance distribution functions
(BRDF). To some extent the impact of this shortfall can be mitigated through the use of composite images.4,5 However,
even with such a mitigation strategy it has been shown that in, for example, AMV retrieval, which is so key to mediumrange forecasts, a ‘ring’ of missing observations occurs between approximately 50 and 70 degrees, depending on the
required temporal resolution.6 This remaining data deficit is of huge importance as the polar jet stream, which is vital to,
amongst other things the weather in the neighboring frigid and temperate regions, will typically be located in this
latitudinal band. Furthermore, the generation of composite images adds to the data latency. As such, the breadth and
depth of climate and meteorological data available for the tropics and mid-latitudes must be approximated by composite
or mosaic images beyond approximately 55 degrees latitude, creating a data deficit over the critical polar-regions due to
restricted spatio-temporal sampling. Continuous high temporal resolution meteorological observations will improve polar
and neighboring temperate zone weather nowcasting as well as medium and far term forecasts. A comprehensive polar
observing system will also allow improved monitoring of Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) to enhance understanding
of climate change modeling. Furthermore, as the Polar Regions are undergoing rapid environmental change this, in the
Artic in-particular, is creating new commercial opportunities that in-turn produce new environment pressures. A
comprehensive polar observing system would enable monitoring of these actives and their impact. Summer ice melt is
also creating new pressures on existing infrastructure, and the Northwest Passage is becoming ever more accessible as a
shipping route, which will in-turn lead to a further general increase in economic activity and a potentially significant
growth in surface, air and marine traffic. As such the current commercial Earth Observation market demand will spread
to the poles, where currently it cannot be fully serviced.

3.

MISSION REQUIREMENTS

It has been noted that data products derived from observations made on GEO platforms begin to break-down at
approximately 55 degrees latitude, by which time the observation zenith angle (OZA) is tending towards 60 degrees. It
therefore follows that any future high-altitude polar observation platform should be able to observe between 55 and 90
degrees latitude with a ZOA of less than 60 degrees. Furthermore, to avoid the generation of composite images and to
maximize the equivalence to GEO derived products it should be possible for a single platform to observe the entire target
region.
Requirement,


A spacecraft shall be able to continuously observe all longitudes at latitudes between 55 and 90 degrees with an
observation zenith angle of less than 60 degrees.

To complement the current space-based remote sensing architecture of the global observing system it is highly desirable
that any future high-altitude polar observation platform be of a similar altitude to GEO.
Requirement,


The orbit apogee altitude shall be less than 45 000 km.

The ideal solution to overcome the identified polar remote sensing spatial and temporal data deficit would be a platform
that remains fixed above the polar zenith at a distance similar to that of a GEO platform. No natural orbit exists to
provide such an ideal solution, however the concept of a spacecraft ‘hovering’ stationery over the poles of the Earth is
often termed a ‘statite’ or ‘PoleSitter’, and such an orbit is called a highly non-Keplerian orbit.7 A highly non-Keplerian
orbit uses a continuous thrust vector to enable artificial equilibrium points in the three-body problem, as such a 1000 kg
‘statite’ or ‘PoleSitter’ spacecraft can be located approximately two to three-million kilometers above the poles of the
Earth using a continuous thrust of order 150 – 200 mN, or at approximately GEO distance using a continuous thrust of
approximately 300 N.

4.

GLOBAL CONTEXT

To counteract the restricted spatio-temporal sampling of the current space-based remote sensing architecture the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) vision for the Global Observing System (GOS) in 2025 called for the application
of Highly Elliptical Orbits (HEOs), stating they “would be a valuable complement for quasi permanent coverage of the

high latitudes including the polar ice shelf”, and recommending operational implementation of visible (VIS) and infrared
(IR) imagers in order to monitor high-latitude phenomena related to winds, clouds, volcanic ash plumes, sea ice, snow
cover, vegetation properties and wild fires with sufficient temporal resolution.8
HEOs have long been used for polar communications and high-latitude reconnaissance by the Soviet Union as ‘apogeedwell’ means that such spacecraft are high in the northern sky, and virtually stationery. In particular, Molniya orbits,
which have an inclination 63.4 degrees, the ‘critical inclination’, to provide zero secular rate of change of the argument
of perigee, were first used in April 1965 by the Soviet Union and formed the basis for the first national satellite TV
network in 1967 within the Soviet Union. HEOs, of which Molniya orbits are a subset, were apparently first proposed for
Earth Observation in 1990,9 and are again attractive due to the long period of ‘apogee-dwell’. However, due to the
perceived complexity of the observational geometry created by the varying altitude and velocity, the demanding
spacecraft/imager pointing accuracy, and the risk associated with the harsh radiation environment such orbits have not
yet been embraced for civilian remote sensing application.
Within the context of the WMO vision of the GOS in 2025, the Canadian Space Agency commenced study of a Polar
Communication and Weather mission (PCW) to place two spacecraft onto HEOs over the northern hemisphere to
provide remote sensing and communication products. Similarly, the Russian Federation began study of the multifunctional space system “Arktika”, which would consist of several spacecraft including those on Molniya orbits.10 It
should be noted that whilst the PCW mission is largely based on an orbit at the critical inclination of 63.4 degrees, some
consideration has been given to making minor deviations from this inclination.10,11

4.1.

Polar Viewing Geometry from a Molniya Orbit

Through careful consideration of the orbit perturbation force due to a non-spherical central body, it is noted that the
induced secular variation of the argument of periapsis is inclination dependent. Using orbit averaging techniques, the
change in argument of periapsis over one revolution can be written as,
∆
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Seeking zero secular variation of the argument of periapsis, Equation (1) is solved equal to zero; found when 3
5 cos 2
0. Resultantly, the critical inclination is determined as (90±26.6) degrees. Thus, to the order of , all Earth
orbits inclined at these values show no rotation of the apsidal line, irrespective of the values of semi-major axis or
eccentricity. The inclination of a Molniya orbit is defined by the ‘critical inclination’.
Figure 1 shows the viewing geometry to all longitudes from apogee on a Molniya orbit to 55 degrees latitude, equivalent
to the nominal upper latitude observation limit from GEO. The peak ZOA is approximately 70 deg., i.e. observing ‘over’

Figure 1 Observation ‘over’ the pole from a Molniya orbit at apogee (not to scale).

the pole; 10 deg. higher than when the same location is observed from GEO. As such, despite the merits of a Molniya
orbit for remote-sensing it does not provide a complete solution to the problem of viewing frigid and neighboring
temperate regions as no single platform can provide hemispheric-like observations that can be married up to GEO
observations. As a result, polar observations, unlike equatorial observations, will remain dependent upon composite
images that will be discontinuous in viewing geometry and in time. To provide continuous observation to all longitudes
at latitudes between 55 and 90 degrees, with an observation zenith angle of less than 60 degrees with composite images,
three spacecraft on Molniya orbits in three separate orbit planes, requiring three separate spacecraft launches, are
required.

5.

TARANIS ORBITS

Recent research has shown that entirely new subsets of orbits are enabled through the application of near-term or current
low-thrust propulsion technologies, and furthermore that these new orbits offer scientifically and commercially highvalue remote sensing opportunities.12–15
Through the application of low-thrust propulsion technology the deficiencies of Molniya orbits for observing the key
Polar Regions can be overcome by modifying the geopotential effects that define the critical-inclination and dictate the
Molniya orbit plane shown in Figure 1. Using low-thrust propulsion to modify the effect of these perturbations the
critical-inclination can be re-defined as a function of the spacecraft thrust magnitude. This extension of the Molniya
(Молния meaning ‘lightning’) orbit to re-define the critical inclination using low-thrust propulsion is termed a Taranis
orbit; Taranis is the Celtic God of Thunder.15
Using locally optimal control laws a near-optimal thrusting profile in the spacecraft ‘RTN’ axis, see Figure 2, can be
defined.15,16 The simplest form of this thrusting profile restricts thrust to within the orbit plane and directs equal thrust
along the radial, R, and along-track, T, directions. However, it is found that the required thrust magnitudes can be
reduced by approximately 3 % by allowing the radial and along-track thrust magnitudes to have different, but still
constant, magnitudes.15 It should also be noted that if the control profile is fully optimized, that is the thrust vector is no
longer restricted to within the orbit plane and the thrust magnitude along each of the RTN axis is allowed to vary freely,
then the required propellant mass can be reduced by approximately 3 – 4 %. Whilst such a fuel mass saving is clearly
desirable the increased complexity of the thrust profile would require a significantly more complex spacecraft platform
capable of thrust vectoring and throttling such that the instrument suite could maintain nadir pointing. Assuming that
thrusting is restricted to within the orbit plane, and that equal and constant thrust is directed along the radial, R, and
along-track, T, directions the required acceleration per direction from the propulsion system for a 12-hr Taranis orbit
over a range of orbit inclinations is shown in Figure 3; as expected the required acceleration equals zero at the two
critical inclinations.
A more detailed technical discussion, along with the full derivation of Taranis orbits can be found in [13 – 15].
Using a 12-hr period Taranis orbit, at orbit inclination 90-degrees, it is found that only two spacecraft, in this single orbit
plane, are required to provide continuous visibility with composite images to all longitudes at latitudes between 55 and
90 degrees, with an OZA of less than 60 degrees. Critically the use of a single orbit plane significantly reduces the
constellation deployment costs, enabling the constellation to be launched on-board a single launch vehicle rather than in
multiple launches. The addition of a third spacecraft in the same orbit plane enables continuous visibility without the use
of composite images of all longitudes at latitudes between 55 and 90 degrees with an OZA of less than 60 degrees;
providing observation opportunities of at least equal quality to a GEO platform and from a similar altitude. Such
continuous visibility without the use of composite images cannot be achieved from a Molniya orbit. The third platform
also offers graceful degradation to the constellation; as such Taranis orbits offer significant advantages over Molniya
orbits in observation quality, operations cost and complexity, and the cost of deploying and maintaining a complete
GOS. Table 1 summarizes the comparison between a 12-hour Molniya and a 12-hr, 90-degree Taranis orbits.

6.

MISSION ANALYSIS

Three principle difficulties have historically been recognized when considering the use of HEOs for remote sensing,




the perceived complexity of the observational geometry created by the varying altitude and velocity,
the demanding spacecraft/imager pointing accuracy, and
the risk associated with the harsh radiation environment.

Figure 2 Spacecraft co-ordinate system, including spacecraft centered ‘RTN’ axis.

Figure 3 Required acceleration from an on-board propulsions system along each of the radial, R, and along-track, T, axis for a
12-hr Taranis orbit over a range of orbit inclinations.

The issues around varying altitude and velocity cannot be resolved, however due to apogee-dwell can be minimized to
some extent. Similarly, the issue of varying observational geometry cannot be fully resolved however by changing the
orbit inclination from the critical-inclination to 90 degrees it to can be minimized. The identified difficulty with regard to
spacecraft/imager pointing accuracy should largely be resolved with heritage from GEO remote sensing platforms;
hence, the principle remaining risk that the engineer can mitigate is that due to the local space environment.

Table 1 Comparison of Molniya and Taranis orbits

Molniya

Taranis

Inclination

63.4 degrees

90 degrees

Perigee Altitude

300 km

300 km

Orbit period

12 hours

12 hours

Minimum ZOA at 55 degrees latitude at all longitudes

69 degrees

50 degrees

Number of spacecraft required to image all longitudes from 55
– 90 degrees latitude with OZA < 60 deg. (composite images)

3

2

Number of launches required (with composite images)

3

1

Number of spacecraft required to image all longitudes from 55
– 90 degrees latitude with OZA < 60 deg. (single image)

impossible

3

Number of launches required (single image)

n/a

1

6.1.

Radiation Environment

Any HEO, such as a Molniya or Taranis orbit, will cross the high energy (E >100 keV) trapped electron and proton
populations twice per orbit; the so-called Van Allen radiation belts. However, it is noted that the period of apogee-dwell,
and hence science operations, is in a relatively benign environment beyond the Van Allen belts, and further noting that
electronics is intrinsically radiation ‘harder’ when turned-off the principle radiation risk is to the platform and not the
instruments which should be off where possible during transits of the Van Allen belts.
Although the spacecraft experiences effects from both electrons and protons, the main threat comes from high-energy
protons. Thus, in order to minimize the effects of radiation, the mission design should consider the impact of avoiding
the region containing protons with energy E > 10 MeV. It is found that the flux of such high-energy proton drops below
10 particles per cubic centimeter per second at an altitude of 15 000 km. Hence, to avoid a high density of such energetic
protons, and reduce the risk of damage to the spacecraft, the impact of making the orbit semi-latus rectum altitude
greater than 15 000km should be considered.

6.2.

Orbit Analysis

The orbit design trade space is shown in Figure 4 to mitigate against the space environment effects and in Figure 5 to
minimize the number of spacecraft, where space environment effects are not mitigated. Within Figure 4 the most
beneficial orbit occurs at the intersection of the apogee altitude and semi-latus rectum limits, corresponding to an orbit
period of 16.6-hrs. However, in order to provide an integer number of revolutions in an integer number of sidereal days,
such that the ground-track will repeat in a relatively short time, the orbit period is reduced to 16-hrs; giving a repeat
ground track in two days. Thereafter, the most suitable perigee altitude can be selected as the maximum possible without
requiring an increase in the number of spacecraft to five, hence maximizing the mitigation of the space environment
effects. It is concluded the best orbit to mitigate the effect of the HEO environment on the spacecraft has a perigee of
10000 km and an orbit period of 16-hrs, giving an apogee altitude of 41740 km.
The analysis around Figure 4 is repeated within Figure 5 without the semi-latus rectum limitation. It is seen that orbits of
period 9 or 12-hours are possible within the three-spacecraft zone. It is found that the 9-hour orbit requires a significant
amount of propellant simply to maintain the orbit against atmospheric drag effects. As such, it is concluded the 12-hour
orbit with a 300 km altitude perigee, giving an apogee of 40170 km, gives the best orbit when seeking to minimize the
number of spacecraft required.
A summary of the mission architecture options is presented in Table 2. In addition to the required acceleration from
continuous thrusting, the acceleration magnitude to allow coast-arcs about apogee are presented as this would allow the
electric propulsion system to be switched off during any science operations to mitigate against any potential interference
and to provide a power-rich environment for the science suite to operate within. It should also be noted that such coastarcs allow potential spacecraft failures to be recovered from by simply reducing the coast-arc size on subsequent

recovery orbits to regain the desired orbit alignment with the poles. In option A where four spacecraft are used, on a 16hr orbit, the minimum such coast arc, occurring at beginning-of-life (BoL), is required to be of duration 4-hrs; equating
to a true anomaly range of ±18.1 degrees about apogee. Similarly in option B where three spacecraft are used, on a 12-hr
orbit period, the minimum such coast arc is also required to be of duration 4-hrs; equating to a true anomaly range of
±13.7 degrees about apogee. Should a greater level of thrust be available due to, for example, reduction in propellant
mass, the coast arc can simply be extended to maintain a constant cumulative thrust over a single orbit from beginningof-life to end-of-life.
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Figure 4 Orbit design trade space to mitigate harsh HEO space environment.
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Figure 5 Orbit design trade space to minimize number of spacecraft.
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Table 2 Summary of mission architecture options

Option A

Option B

Perigee Altitude

10000 km

300 km

Apogee Altitude

41740 km

40170 km

Orbit Period

16 hours

12 hours

Required number of spacecraft (no composite images)

4

3

Actual maximum ZOA at 55 degrees latitude at all longitudes

59.9 deg.

55.8 deg.
-1

±15.55μ rad s-1

Change in observation target angular velocity

±7.478μ rad s

Acceleration Magnitude per R & T direction
(continuous thrusting)

0.006 mm s-2

0.068 mm s-2

Acceleration Magnitude per R & T direction
(no thrusting θ = 270 – 90deg.)

0.007 mm s-2

0.074 mm s-2

Acceleration Magnitude per R & T direction
(minimum BoL coast arc about apogee)

0.007 mm s-2

0.086 mm s-2

Acceleration Magnitude per R & T direction
(minimum BoL coast arc about apogee & no thrusting θ = 270 – 90deg.)

0.009 mm s-2

0.099 mm s-2

Impulsive ∆v (per orbit)

0.34 ms-1

3.32 ms-1

Impulsive ∆v (per Julian year)

189 ms-1

2423 ms-1

Noting that the thrusters mounted on the radial direction, R, switch on/off at true anomaly 270 / 90 degrees and the
thrusters mounted on the along-track direction, T, switch on/off at true anomaly 0 / 180 degrees the cumulative thrust
time at BoL can be determined. For option B, it is found that the time from 270 – 90 degrees is approximately 0.9-hrs,
whilst the time from 90 – 270 degrees is approximately 11.1-hrs, which with a 4-hr coast-arc about apogee reduces to
7.1-hrs of operation per orbit for the thrusters mounted on the radial direction. Similarly, the time from 0 – 180 degrees is
half of the orbit period, 6-hrs, which with a 4-hr coast-arc about apogee reduces to 4-hrs of operation per orbit for the
thrusters mounted on the along-track direction. Due to the fast transit of perigee, from 270 – 90 degrees, Table 2 also
presents the required acceleration to allow coast-arcs at apogee and at perigee, from 270 – 90 degrees. Such a coast-arc at
perigee would remove the need for a thruster to be mounted on the nadir facing side of the spacecraft and remove
instrument visibility and exhaust contamination concerns.

6.3.

Soyuz Launch from Guiana Space Centre

Noting that the Arianespace Vega launch vehicle would provide inadequate performance to attain the mission orbit,17 a
Soyuz launcher is assumed a priori without further analysis. The Soyuz user manual does not detail the vehicles
performance to an arbitrary 90 degree orbit,18 however it is noted that the Fregat upper stage, with a specific impulse of
332 seconds, can be re-started up to seven times, which must include the end-of-life disposal maneuver. Further, a
typical Sun-synchronous mission profile is given in some detail for a reference launch to 820 km altitude. From this it is
noted that a typical Soyuz Sun-synchronous ascent phase places the Fregat upper stage, and attached spacecraft, into a
sub-orbital trajectory with 90 degrees inclination. From here, a three-phase maneuver strategy, coupling orbit size and
plane change, is applied to attained the target Sun-synchronous orbit. Using this information it can be estimated that the
Soyuz can launch approximately 7790 kg to the sub-orbital trajectory with 90 degrees inclination and hence an estimate
of the Soyuz’s approximate launch mass performance to the orbits detailed in Table 2 can be generated. It should be
noted that such approximations, whilst acceptable for early studies, are subject to potentially non-minor errors and
require further validation. The estimated launch mass performance of the Soyuz vehicle to the orbits detailed in Table 2
is shown in Table 3, where it is seen that the option B spacecraft have a total wet mass allocation of 488 – 550 kg, whilst
the option A spacecraft have a total wet mass allocation of 795 – 895 kg. Note that due to the uncertainty in launch mass
capability a total launch mass margin of 20 % is considered more appropriate than the typical 10 %. Using these mass
allocations the required thrust magnitude per thrust direction can be determined for each option.

Table 3 Summary of system mass allocations per mission architecture option

Option A

Option B

Estimated Soyuz Launch Mass Capability

2442 kg

2983 kg

Available Launch Mass with 20 % / 10 % margin

1954 kg / 2198 kg

2386 kg / 2685 kg

Total Wet Mass Allocation per Spacecraft

488 kg / 550 kg

795 kg / 895 kg

Thrust Magnitude per R & T direction
(continuous thrusting)

2.9 mN / 3.3 mN

54.1 mN / 60.9 mN

Thrust Magnitude per R & T direction
(no thrusting θ = 270 – 90deg.)

3.4 mN / 3.9 mN

58.8 mN / 66.2 mN

Thrust Magnitude per R & T direction
(minimum BoL coast arc about apogee)

3.6 mN / 4.0 mN

69.2 mN / 77.9 mN

Thrust Magnitude per R & T direction
(minimum BoL coast arc about apogee
& no thrusting θ = 270 – 90deg.)

4.4 mN / 5.0 mN

78.7 mN / 87.7 mN

7.

SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Analysis of option A and B, in a 5-year mission, reveals that as expected a significant reduction in the trapped proton
dose is gained by the higher perigee altitude of option A. However, consideration of the total ionizing dose (TID) shows
that both options come within the applicable range of ‘Space Qualified’ parts when provided with 2 – 6 mm of shielding.
Indeed, it is also noted that at around 2 – 4 mm of aluminum shielding the TID is similar or less than that of an
equivalent geostationary platform. As such the penalty of an additional spacecraft to mitigate the space environment is
considered excessive at this stage, and it is surmised that option B will provide the lower total cost architecture despite
the likely increase in per spacecraft cost. Option A is hence not further considered.
It is apparent that the most-preferred design option is that of a minimum BoL coast-arc about apogee, with no thrusting
through perigee, that is, θ = 270 – 90deg.

7.1.

Electric Propulsion System

The mass of the solar electric propulsion, SEP, system,
of the SEP system as,

, can be estimated as a function of the peak power demand
,

(2)

where,
is the specific performance of the SEP and power sub-system. The peak power demand of the SEP system
can be estimated as,
(3)

2
where, is the constant thrust required,
is the efficiency of the SEP system and
the mass of the propellant tanks is estimated as 10 % of the propellant mass,
10

is standard gravity. Furthermore,
(4)

and the associated structure mass to support the tank can be estimated as,
10

(5)

The QinetiQ T6 thruster at full power, 4.5 kW, can provide 143 mN at specific impulse 4120 seconds and an efficiency
of 64 %; moreover the specific impulse can be increased to almost 4300 seconds at an efficiency of 66 % by optimizing
55
this would require a SEP
the neutralizer flow rate.19 However, assuming a specific performance of
system mass of approximately 250 kg, or over 30 % of the total wet mass allocation per spacecraft in option B. It is
hence clear that the peak power demand from the SEP system must be reduced from this level. To reduce the peak power
demand the demanded thrust level from the electric propulsion system should be minimised. However, reducing the
thrust level from the optimal design point also results in a reduction in both specific impulse and efficiency, meaning that
additional propellant would be required.19
Considering instead the Astrium RIT-XT thruster it is found that this has an optimal design point at a lower thrust level
of around 100 mN and can thrust at 78 mN (corresponding to the most-preferred design option) with a peak power draw
of approximately 2.4 kW and a specific impulse of order 4600 seconds. However, it should be noted that by increasing
the thrust to 100 mN, with a peak power draw of approximately 3.2 kW, the specific impulse can be increased to
55
this would require a SEP
approximately 4750 seconds. Again assuming a specific performance of
and power sub-system mass of approximately 264 – 352 kg; recall that two thrusters are required to operate
simultaneously. It is seen that the increase in SEP and power sub-system mass (~90 kg), to gain the maximum specific
impulse is quite significant and will most likely be greater than the reduction in propellant mass. As such the SEP system
is sized for the most-preferred design option, i.e. minimum BoL coast-arc about apogee, with no thrusting through
perigee, that is, θ = 270 – 90deg.
The thrusters mounted on the positive radial direction, +R, i.e. spacecraft zenith pointing, operate between true anomaly
90 degrees and the apogee coast arc, and then following the coast arc until true anomaly 270 degrees; recall no thrusting
is performed in the negative radial direction, i.e. towards nadir. And, the thrusters mounted on the positive along-track
direction, +T, thrust between true anomaly 90 deg. degrees and the apogee coast arc, whilst thrusters mounted on the
negative along-track direction, -T, thrust from the end of the apogee coast-arc to true anomaly 270 degrees. This is
illustrated in Figure 6. The cumulative thrust time for the thrusters mounted on the positive radial direction is 7.1-hrs per
orbit at BoL, whilst the cumulative thrust time of each of the along-track thrusters is 3.56-hrs per orbit at BoL. Hence,
assuming an upper mission design duration of 5-years and a constant length apogee coast-arc it can be estimated that the
radial thruster will be required to operate for approximately 26045-hrs, while the along-track thrusters will be required to
operate for approximately 13005-hrs each; recall that the coast-arc length will increase as the spacecraft mass reduces
due to propellant consumption, as such these cumulative thrust durations are overestimates. The Astrium RIT-XT
thrusters have a design life of 15000-hrs (at 150 mN), hence, neglecting redundancy requirements, two thrusters will be
required on the positive radial direction, while only one thruster will be required on each of the along-track directions.

Figure 6 Thrust arc and direction illustration (left) and shadow duration through the Gregorian calendar, with time thrusting
whilst on shadow also shown (right).

Figure 6 shows the shadow duration through the Gregorian year along with the required time that the thrusters are on
whilst the spacecraft is in shadow. It is seen that the peak thrust duration in shadow is 22-minutes; as such the perigee
coast arc reduces the required power storage of the secondary batteries from 1.76kW-hrs to 0.88 kW-hrs. It should also
be noted that to further reduce the required secondary battery size the apogee coast arc could be reduced or the nominal
thrust could be increased and the perigee coast arc lengthened.

7.2.

Payload Mass Allocation

Using the above estimated SEP and power sub-system mass, a system-level mass allocation budget can be developed
using the total wet mass allocation per spacecraft defined in Table 3; again assuming a total launch mass margin of 20 %.
It is found that approximately 62 – 40 kg of propellant is required per year of mission operations; 62.3 kg in year one;
56.6 kg in year two; 51.0 kg in year three, and so forth. The reduction in propellant use per year is due to the increase in
coast arc length from 13.7 degrees at BoL to 26.0 degrees after 5-years. Accounting for the SEP system mass, tank and
support structure mass and propellant mass, the science payload mass can be estimated as 20 – 30% of the remaining
spacecraft mass20 and is illustrated in Figure 7.

8.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that three spacecraft launched together on a Soyuz, using currently available technology, can provide
continuous observation of all longitudes at latitudes between 55 and 90 degrees with an observation zenith angle of less
than 60 degrees without the use of composite images. The payload mass can be traded against mission duration and a
payload of order 100-kg can likely be operated for between 3 – 5 years, and a 150 kg payload for perhaps as much as
2.5-years. The use of a Soyuz launch vehicle is the principle restricting factor on the available science payload mass
allocation. It is noted that the payload will be power-rich, as the approximately 2.4 kW of power required by the electric
propulsion system when thrusting will be available to the payload during science operations as the electric propulsion
system is not thrusting at this time. Furthermore, the use of a Taranis orbit for remote sensing is intended as a
complement to the use of geostationary orbits for remote sensing, it is hence of note that geostationary missions, such as
Chollian (also known as Communication, Ocean and Meteorological Satellite 1, COMS-1) with a mass of 2460 kg and a
seven year design life, typically use an Ariane 5 launch vehicle, which costs significantly more than a Soyuz. It can thus
be concluded that the novel design concept for space-based polar remote sensing presented in this paper would serve as
an excellent technology demonstrator mission for such operational missions, resolving and demonstrate solution of the
difficulties that have historically been recognized when considering the use of highly-elliptical orbits for remote sensing,
whilst also enabling unique and valuable science.

Figure 7 Payload mass allocation over a range of mission durations
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